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Give your clients the best of the South on a Kirra 
Tours 8 Day Southern Highlights tour. Luxury coach 
travel, quality accommodation and great value!
NEW ZEALAND COACH TOUR EXPERTS!

 8 Day NZ Southern Highlights

For further information contact Kirra Tours on 0508 3675 4772
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For further in

HELEN CAMBELL
Tel: 09 966 2549 DDI
staff@topdog.co.nz

Happy Woofmas!

Travel Recruitment Specialist

www.topdog.co.nz

and a Safe New Year
from the team
at Top Dog
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Click here for more information

The Kimberley is place for an authentic outback 
adventure – go four wheel driving, take a scenic  
flight over extraordinary rock formations  
and waterfalls or cruise the inland  
waterways.

Escorted Antarctica

Two cabins now available!
View brochure

Call (09) 360 7311
info@worldjourneys.co.nz
www.worldjourneys.co.nz

Departs 10 Jan 2009
Out Now!

World Journeys’ 2009 Brochure
 Europe ~ Africa ~ Canada & Alaska ~ India, Bhutan
& The Maldives ~ North Africa, Arabian Peninsula &

Iran ~ Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia & China

Being distributed now.

(09) 360 7311
info@worldjourneys.co.nz

Senior Travel Consultant
Part time / casual

Small Ellerslie based travel company is seeking a part

time consultant. May suit someone with a young family

or someone re-entering the workforce.  Hours to suit.

Call Peter 580 0470 or email peter@travcorp.co.nz

�

2008 has seen the arrival of Stella Travel and the last of Holiday
Shoppe and Go; Kiwi numbers to Australia cracked the one-million
mark and Aussies arrived here in record numbers; the domestic battle
heated up between Air NZ, Qantas and Pacific Blue, while the Tasman
seat glut reached new levels.
We have seen G’Day NZ Australia Week and OZTalk NZ change
direction and grow, the first-ever visit by a French tourism roadshow
and the biggest team from China.
We’ve had travel security worries in Kenya, on Eagle Air, in Mumbai
and in Thailand.  We’ve had an A380 in our skies, more delays for the
787, the non-arrival of OzJet and the Air NZ A320 tragedy in France.
Queen Victoria came calling and QE2 departed; and we’ve seen fuel
surcharges imposed and removed.
We’ve watched China take off and Zimbabwe collapse; Alitalia has
privatised, Aloha closed down and Aerolineas Argentinas was nation-
alised; there was terminal chaos at Heathrow and a revolutionary self-
service check in from Air NZ; the success of Wicked and the death of
Rob Guest; the inaugural Hamilton 400 and the final Gold Coast Indy;
the nationalising of Tranz Rail and the Government rescue of the Big
OE; airlines have merged and folded, Qualmark’s gone Green and
Tourism NZ’s now on YouTube.
Through it all, TravelMemo has tried to keep you informed on all of
the above (and more) and we plan to do that and even more next year.
Thanks for your support, encouragement and feedback in 2008, and
all the best for Christmas and the challenging year ahead.

What a Year!
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Business More Up than Down
Tourism businesses surveyed as part of the Bank
of New Zealand-Business NZ Performance of
Services Index reported a mixed response with
smaller tourism businesses generally reporting
slightly more positive trading than the larger
tourism firms.
Of the 22 tourism businesses surveyed, 14
reported that their main activity was positive while
eight reported a negative trading environment.
Tourism Industry Association Chief Executive Tim
Cossar says tourism businesses are heading into
the busy summer holiday season and while trading
is expected to be down on past years most
businesses are more concerned about what
bookings will look like after summer, from March
next year onwards.
“The survey results suggest that the global
economic situation and the recent slowdown in
international visitor numbers are likely to impact
larger firms more as they rely more on
international visitors to keep their businesses
ticking over.  The smaller companies with a

greater reliance on domestic trade seemed to be
faring a little better.
“The industry tell us that while the markets are
generally down, this is not the case for all tourism
sectors. Some sectors within the industry are doing
okay. Notably, backpackers, holiday parks and
motels, many of whom are reliant on domestic and
Australian markets.
“The fall in petrol prices and the summer holiday
season is helping those operators who have a larger
domestic base,” Mr Cossar says.
Despite a general slowdown, there have been some
recent positive developments with the exchange
rate moving in favour of international visitors, a
slight recovery in the share markets and more
political certainty following both the U.S. and New
Zealand general elections, Mr Cossar says.
“A short term tactical marketing plan is required.
We need to increase the focus on keeping both the
Australian visitor market and our own domestic
market strong.”
See www.businessnz.org.nz under ‘PSI Reports’

Destination Queenstown
Hires Aust Tourism Exec
Australian tourism executive Stephen Pahl has
won the role of CEO of Destination Queenstown.
Mr Pahl’s career in tourism includes
accommodation management, transport product

management,  major destination management roles, positions as
CEO of regional tourism organisations in WA and QLD and most
recently, as CEO of Ecotourism Australia which set up Sustainable
Tourism Australia.  Mr Pahl takes up his new DQ role on 19JAN.

Takapuna’s Bruce Mason Centre

has appointed Andrew Scott as

its new Chief Executive, taking

over from Gillian Houser who

resigned in November after 10

years at the helm.

Mr Scott, who is currently the

Chief Executive of the

Marlborough Civic Theatre Trust

in Blenheim, takes up the reins

in MAR09.

Competing for the Aussie Dollar
Tourism New Zealand’s regional
manager for Australia told members of
Destination Queenstown at their
quarterly update last week that getting
Australians to spend their money
crossing the Tasman may take some
work.
The Otago Daily Times quotes him as
saying “At the moment it’s the best
time ever to upgrade your household
appliances . . . everyone knows these
items will never, ever be cheaper in
Australia than they are now . . . we’re
competing with that.”
More competition was coming from
car dealers in a country “awash with
unsold cars.”
He pointed out that there are 50 pages
of cars for sale in the Sydney Morning

has 40,000 2008-model cars to move.
There was also competition from
domestic Australian markets, including
Tasmania, Victoria, West Australia and
Queensland, with the slogan “where
the diving dollar won’t sink you.”
Australians, however, still provide the
biggest business for New Zealand
tourism, and Mr Eddington told the
gathering that Tourism New Zealand
was confident it would see Australian
visitor numbers hit one million in the
first six months of 2009.
A new Tourism New Zealand ‘What’s
On’ campaign will be launched in
Australia on Boxing Day, which
TravelWeekly says is the first time in
three years the campaign has been used
during summer. It was previously only
launched during the shoulder seasons.Herald each weekend, while Toyota alone

Mt Cook Ski Planes Expanding to Choppers
Kiwi tourism icon Mt Cook Ski Planes is expanding
into scenic helicopter flights.
The 58-year-old company formalised an alliance
with Heliworks Queenstown Helicopters on
Wednesday which means Mt Cook Ski Planes will
be able to offer both ski plane and helicopter flights
within the National Park.
The new helicopter operations will be fully blended
with fixed wing flights and both will be based at
Aoraki Mount Cook Airport.
Initially helicopter flights will parallel the ski plane
routes and Mount Cook Ski Planes will be
responsible for managing all flights and landings to
ensure minimum visual and noise impacts.
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Telling New Zealand’s Story
Globalstorytellers and cultural tourism
company Tamaki Heritage Group have
joined forces to create a world first -
The New Zealand Storytelling Trail.
Visitors will be motivated to follow the
legend of a warrior family by reading
The Chronicles of Uitara, a trilogy of
dramatic novels – Lost in our Own
Land, Journey of Ages and The Arrival
– books that will tell the true story of
NZ.
In each novel and at each Tamaki
Heritage experience around the country,
visitors will meet a new generation of
Uitara, experiencing new landscapes,
characters, villains and heroes.
The Chronicles of Uitara aims to bring a
world of history and colourful
characters to life, using a cast of more
than 120 actors from around NZ, with
auditions for an early New Zealand
History Re-Enactment already under
way.
Each of the Tamaki Heritage Group
developments has been created as

chapters within an overriding story of
Aotearoa, New Zealand.
The Rotorua attraction is a pre-
European story, Christchurch tells the
story of the musket wars – and early
Colonial/Maori encounter, and the
planned Manukau attraction, due to
open in early 2010, will tell another as-
yet-under-wraps chapter in our nation’s
history.
The Manukau development is a joint
venture with Telstra Clear Pacific
Events Centre in Manukau. The Tamaki
Brothers heritage tourism product will
be developed within a multi million
dollar art, tourism, hotel and business
precinct being established adjacent to
the Event Centre.
The Tamakis see the new project as the
conclusion of Stage One in their
overriding strategy to create a South
Pacific Trail, linking tourism products,
regions, islands and nations throughout
the South Pacific within an overall

Says Mike Tamaki: “We have talked for
many years of our ambition to position
New Zealand internationally as a
compelling, amazing epic novel. Our
experiences are successful models
reflecting actual events significant to
New Zealand history. Each is powerful
in their own right, different from one
another - but equally dramatic and true.
It is clear to us that the story proposition
not only makes sense to international
visitors, it inspires them.”
“The overriding New Zealand story is
currently being written, and is nearing
completion,” says Tamaki. “A publisher
is waiting in the wings and significant
marketing campaigns and plans have
been etched out to support its launch in
to the international arena.
“A Pacific wide story will bolt on to the
New Zealand volume, as would a sequel
within an epic novel, and I have no
doubt that Manukau will be a
significant connector story across the
South Pacific.”story.

THL Sells InterCity Holding
Tourism Holdings (THL) has conditionally sold its 49%
shareholding in InterCity Holdings Ltd for $9.5m to joint
venture partner InterCity Group.
Grant Webster, Chief Executive for THL said that whilst
the business, which operates the Fullers & Kings tourist
boat operations in the Bay of Islands and the InterCity bus
network and Great Sights / Newmans coach networks, is an
excellent business it is not core to THL’s operations and the
sale provides the business a single committed shareholder.
THL will book a loss on the sale of its shareholding in the
order of $3.7m which will be included in the December half
year results. The proceeds from the share sale will be used
to reduce debt.
Footnote: The joint venture with InterCity Group saw THL
selling its Fullers Bay of Islands business and Great Sights
coach tour operation to InterCity, with THL gaining a 49%
shareholding in InterCity Holdings and $16 million in cash.

Google Street View on DRTM Site
Destination Rotorua Tourism Marketing (DRTM) claims to
be the first New Zealand RTO to integrate Google Maps’
Street View into its website.  Users can explore Rotorua on
www.rotoruaNZ.com to see the actual street-view angle of
any operator business advertising on the site, get a feel for
the environment and take a virtual tour of the street.
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Big GST Refund for Contract Pacific
The High Court has found in favour of the
now-defunct inbound tour operator Contract
Pacific to the tune of $6.28 million in a case
brought against Inland Revenue.
The New Zealand Herald’s Tamsyn Parker
reports that Contract Pacific had paid GST
on a service sold to people outside New
Zealand between JUN93 and APR99, a
period when it was not clear whether
inbound tourism operators had to pay GST
for overseas services.
In APR99 the National Government closed
the loophole with a law making it clear GST
was payable.
But it was not retrospective, leaving inbound
operators open to claim for what they saw as
overpaid GST in the past. Contract Pacific
was one of many operators to pursue its
claim.
At the time Inland Revenue said it would
investigate the case but during the
investigation an automatic computer-
generated statement and cheque was sent out

to the company accidentally paying out the
amount owed. The IRD then put a stop on
the cheque, causing it to be dishonoured.
The NZ Herald reports that during the IRD’s
investigations of the claim, the new Labour
Government decided to make it law in 2001
that operators would also have to pay GST
retrospectively except in special cases where
an exclusion could apply.
Contract Pacific claimed its case met the
exclusion criteria because the IRD had
refunded the GST but then bounced the
cheque. The company pursued action in the
High Court in 2006, and last month Justice
Ailsa Duffy agreed the company was entitled
to $6.28 million, the amount owed after
deducting a smaller claim repaid earlier.
Contract Pacific managing director Barry
Doody told the NZ Herald that the money
would be used to pay creditors owed over $1
million as well as legal fees.
The full judgment can be read by clicking
here.

THL Extends Waitomo Caves Operating Licence
Tourism Holdings Limited (THL) has completed a five-year extension of its licence to
operate the Waitomo Glowworm Caves from 2022 until 2027 with the owners the Ruapuha
Uekaha Hapu Trust and the Department of Conservation.
The extension also moves the agreement from a licence to a lease and defines the commercial
terms. The new agreement also coincides with commencement of the rebuild of the Waitomo
Glowworm Caves Visitor centre that was destroyed by fire in DEC05.
When the new building is complete it will provide significant restaurant, retail and exhibition
space for the area and additional earning capability for the operation. The building is
expected to be operational in the final quarter of 2009.

Mitsubishi Sponsors ZEALANDIA™
Karori Sanctuary Trust’s ZEALANDIA™ attraction in
Wellington has its first corporate partner. The four-
year sponsorship commitment by Mitsubishi Motors
was announced at a recent gathering, attended by
Prime Minister John Key, to launch the newly-branded
wildlife sanctuary.
Mitsubishi Motors is expected to create a world-first
when its breakthrough emission-free iMiEV electric
car arrives in New Zealand early next year.
In the meantime, Mitsubishi have provided the Trust
with a branded i-car – an innovative low-emission car.

Central Otago High Country Venue
A high country merino sheep station near
Cromwell in Central Otago is today
launching The Shed, a classy cellar door,
farm gate shop and function venue operation.
Northburn Station owners Jan and Tom
Pinckney have diversified from the
traditional 12,000ha grazing operation to
follow their passions for wine, food and
hospitality.
Jan, who has an extensive history in food
preparation and previously owned a
restaurant, is the driving force behind the
establishment of the station’s new venue,
which will officially open to the public on
29DEC. Check out www.northburn.co.nz.

Prime Minister  John Key with John
Leighton, Mitsubishi md; Karori Sanctuary
Trust’s chief exec Nancy McIntosh-Ward
and chairman Richard Bentley.

AUSTRALIA

Sheep on the Run
The annual spectacle of the Running of the
Sheep will take place along Te Kuiti’s main
drag at 2pm on Saturday 04APR next year,
as part of the three-day New Zealand
Shearing Championships.
The classic rural North Island settlement,
known to many as the Pamplona of the King
Country, will echo to the terrifying sound of
thousands of tiny cloven hooves as six
truckloads of sheep are let loose for a 1km
dash past hordes of tourists and locals
attending the one-day Great New Zealand
Muster. The exact number of sheep, as
estimated by the public, will earn the winner
a swag of prizes.

Short-Life Fares to Australia
Qantas is offering short life economy class
one way fares to Australia on sale until
05JAN09.  Travel from AKL to MEL from
$189, AKL to SYD from $219, AKL to BNE
or WLG to SYD, MEL and BNE from $229,

CHC to SYD from $229 and ZQN to SYD
from $299. Travel is from 01FEB to
07APR09 and from 28APR to 01JUL09.
Prices include surcharges and taxes.
See your GDS for full details.
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Australia

Charity Premiere
Select Aussie Specialists and
key travel industry partners
mingled with Auckland’s
celebrity set at the red carpet
premiere of the film Australia at
Skycity Manukau on Monday.
The movie opens across New
Zealand on 26DEC.

Tourism Northern Territory’s

Jane Carruthers with David

Libeau (Qantas) and Tourism

Australia’s Sarah Oliver about

to step onto the red carpet.

New Resort Accommodation in Kalbarri
The newly-opened Kalbarri Edge Resort offers
luxurious short-stay accommodation with 38
two-bedroom / two-bathroom apartments. The
resort also has a restaurant, conference
facilities, gym, pool and other resort facilities.
http://kalbarriedge.com.au

Johnnie Walker Classic
The world’s best golfers and the
game’s young guns will descend
on Perth 19-22FEB for the 2009
Johnnie Walker Classic, Asia
Pacific’s premier luxury golf
tournament. Held at the Vines
Country Club Resort in Perth’s
Swan Valley, the Classic will
feature Greg Norman and Lee
Westwood, among others, and they
will compete for over GBP1.25
million in prize money.
www.johnniewalkerclassic.com

The numbers of Australian

tourism operators attending

OZTalk Travel Expo 2009 are

up over 10% over this year’s

event, and around 20% of the

registered Australian

tourism products attending

OZTalk will be doing so for

the first time.

Kimberley Quest
Savings Extended
Pearl Sea Coastal Cruises has
extended its 20% discount to
include both 2009 and 2010
cruises booked on the Kimberley
Quest II. The booking date has
also been extended to cruises
booked by the 31MAR09.
www.kimberleyquest.com.au
*The offer is subject to availability.
Conditions apply.

Free Tasman Upgrade from Emirates
Emirates is offering members of
its Skywards frequent flyer
program free one-way upgrades
across the Tasman between now
and 31JAN09.
Skywards members who use
12,500 Skywards Miles to upgrade
on their outbound trip from New
Zealand to Australia will receive a
complimentary upgrade on the
way back. The offer applies for
Economy Class passengers

upgrading to Business Class, and
for Business Class travellers
upgrading to First Class.
The chance to experience the
highest standards of luxury,
comfort and personal attention will
apply even for travellers booked on
special promotional fares. The
offer also includes the free
chauffeur service to and from the
airport.
Some terms and conditions apply.

Pam Dickson and

Michelle Savusa

from Harvey World

Travel Botany at

the NZ premiere.

SOUTH PACIFIC

Defending the Spenders
Tourism Fiji chairman, Patrick
Wong has come out strongly in
defence of the tourism industry
and its promotional spending in
the wake of domestic criticism of
Tourism Fiji’s latest F$23 million
marketing budget.
In yesterday’s Fiji Times Online,
Mr Wong points out that for every
dollar that TF spends on
marketing, industry stakeholders
spend five dollars for the
promotion of their services.

“In 2007, over $100 million was
spent by the industry. $50 million
from the airlines (Air Pacific alone
spent $30 million), hoteliers spent
$40 million, wholesalers, travel
agents and Ground Tour Operators
spent $10 million with only $10
million from TF,” said Mr Wong.
“All these stakeholders combine to
market Fiji first before they
promote their individual products,”
he told Fiji Times Online.
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Fiji Arrivals Figures Disputed
Tourism Fiji board chairman Patrick Wong has labelled
as misleading arrival figures released by Airports Fiji
Limited acting chairman Rick Rickman.
He told the Fiji Times Online that figures released by
Mr Rickman, claiming the country had received more
than 600,000 visitors annually since 2005, did not truly
reflect the industry’s performance.
Mr Wong said that while TF’s official figures were
sourced from the Fiji Bureau of Statistics, the figures
released by Mr Rickman included transit passengers,
who were not considered visitors by the tourism
industry.
Mr Wong told the paper that official arrivals figures
revealed that in 2005 there were 549,911 visitors, with
545,168 in 2006 and 539,255 in 2007.
Contrary to claims of an improvement in arrivals by Mr
Rickman, Mr Wong said the statistics for JAN-OCT08
visitor arrivals stood at 489,647.

Samoa Numbers to OCT08
Samoa’s Visitor Arrivals stats for OCT08 show an
improvements of almost 6% over the previous OCT
with key markets, New Zealand and Australia, showing
increases for the month of 2.8% and 7.3% respectively.
Increases were also recorded for visitors from the
Pacific Islands (+76%), Europe (+57%), Asia (+9.5%),
USA (+4%) and Other Markets (+73%), while visitors
from American Samoa were down 12%.
Holiday arrivals grew 15% in OCT08, and represented
43% of the total traffic for the month.
While overall numbers for the JAN-OCT08 period
totalled 95,474, down 1.6%, this performance has been
sheeted home to the fact that arrivals were above
normal last year because Samoa played host to the 2007
South Pacific Games. Visitor numbers from NZ for the
year ended OCT08 were up 3.2%.

Air Pacific Operations and Services general

manager Glen Brabant told trainee pilots at

a recent advanced aviation training school

Wings Day that his airline had put together

a five-year plan for pilots that will see FJ

progressively replace expat contract pilots

with local Fijian pilots.

ASIA

Tanoa Hotels
to Run Training School
The Tanoa Hotel Rakiraki, owned by the
Tanoa Hotels Group, is to transform part of its
hotel facility into a training school from next
month.
The facility will provide training for chefs,
food and beverage service staff, housekeeping
personnel and eventually front office staff.
Tanoa Hotels Chairman Yanktesh Permal
Reddy told the Fiji Daily Post they were keen
to work with the University of the South
Pacific, Training Productivity Authority of Fiji
and the Fiji Institute of Technology in the
development of their own training
programmes.
He said there would be immense advantages in
exposing students to this hotel training
environment.
”We are also keen to utilise the hotel’s surplus
land to grow some of the hotel’s vegetables
and herbs, thus showing those attending the
school the value of having a basic
understanding of agriculture and the value to
the business of growing your own,” Mr Reddy
told the paper.
He said the majority of students would
initially be from the Pacific region including
students from Fiji, Kiribati, Tonga, Tuvalu and
the Solomon Islands.

Singapore’s Countdown to Year of the Ox

Key highlights of the 2009 gala include:

Chinatown New Year Light-Up
03JAN-15FEB
The Light-Up ceremony marks the
start of the festive season and more
than 500 stalls brimming with
traditional fare and treats will line
Pagoda, Smith, Sago, Temple and
Trengganu Streets. Kreta Ayer Square
will host nightly cultural
performances featuring lion dancers
and music, while firework displays
will set the night sky aglow and
colourful light projections will
illuminate building facades with
historical footage from ‘old
Chinatown” New Year celebrations.
Chinese New Year Countdown
25JAN
The annual countdown will begin at
9.30pm with the party continuing well
past midnight as fireworks and
firecrackers light up the sky.

Singapore River Hongboa
24JAN-01FEB
The waterway will be transformed by
magnificent large-scale displays of
Chinese mythical characters including
the Gods of Fortune and the 12
Chinese Zodiac Animals. Both the
water itself and the riverbanks will be
beautifully decorated, and visitors will
enjoy fabulous food stalls, cultural
shows, workshops and a daily line-up
of traditional and contemporary song
and dance performances.
Chingay Parade
30-31JAN
Singapore’s annual street parade will
curve its way through the city streets
around Marina Bay.
Four main performing areas will
feature local and international
marching bands, dancers, floats and
street performers.

The Year of the Ox begins on 26JAN09, and visitors to
Singapore during the month will be see island-wide celebrations,
with those in Chinatown being particularly colourful, joyous and
intense.

The Singapore Tourism Board is calling on the world’s ad

agencies to tender for a 2+2-year appointment to handle the

NTO’s total marketing communications needs.

The tender invites agencies to propose integrated creative,

media and digital solutions to STB for its key markets across all

communications channels.
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Nine Michelin Stars for Macau
Six Macau restaurants have been awarded
Michelin stars. Robuchon a Galera, which
specialises in French cuisine at Hotel Lisboa,
won top honours with three Michelin stars.
The other restaurants, which all specialise in
Chinese cuisine, were Tim’s Kitchen, also at
Hotel Lisboa, which won two stars; while the
Imperial Court at the MGM Grand Macau,
the Eight at Grand Lisboa Macau, Tung Yee
Heen at Mandarin Oriental Macau and Ying
at Crown Macau, were each were awarded
one Michelin star.

Hangzhou goes Low Rise
Hangzhou, considered one of China’s most
beautiful cities and for a time its capital in
the 12th and 13th centuries, is so keen to
achieve UNESCO World Heritage status that
it is prepared to lop floors off its tallest
buildings and remove a TV tower.
The affected buildings include two leading
hotels, and one of them - the Shangri-La –
was reported by Associated Press to have
been unaware of the pending edict to
downsize.

Yen-Buster Campaign
JAPANiCAN, JTB’s hotel, ryokan and
Sunrise Tours booking site for overseas
visitors, is offering discounts of up to 55%
off the standard price of selected top hotels
in Tokyo and Osaka until the end of MAR09,
in its new Yen-Buster Campaign.
The campaign coincides with Japan’s annual
winter tourism promotion, Yokoso! Japan
Weeks, which will run 20JAN-28FEB09.
www.japanican.com

Thailand’s New PM
Thailand has a new Prime Minister, the 44-
year-old UK-born and educated Abhisit
Vejjajiva, who is a member of the Democrat
Party and has as his political base the urban
middle class. He became Opposition leader
after the 2005 election.
According to a report provided to
TravelMemo by Francis Travel Marketing,
Abhisit’s main challenge will be to bridge
the rural-urban divide. The North and the
North East are the territories of the former
Thai Rak Thai party where vote buying was
said to be most rampant.
Abhisit’s ability to lead veteran politicians in
a coalition government is uncertain but he
has the backing of a number of influential
senior members of parliament. In addition to
this, he and the Democrat party are backed
by the army which gives the new coalition
government the necessary stability.
Before this election, Abhisit said that the
graft charges against ousted PM Thaksin
Shinawatra will continue as planned.
According to the report, the Thai business
community, including the whole travel
industry, will be very happy with this result.
The stock exchange has already responded
extremely positive to the political changes.

Team Thailand Rescue Plan
According to the Bangkok Post, Thailand’s
new government is being asked by tourism
business leaders to call an urgent meeting to
formulate short-, medium- and long-term
rescue plans for the country’s tourism. The
government is also being urged to set up
“Team Thailand”; a body of including
representatives from the Commerce Ministry,
the Foreign Ministry, the Board of
Investment and the Tourism Authority of
Thailand (TAT).
In the short term, the Tourism Council of
Thailand wants the government will be asked
to create a fund to the tune of THB10 billion
(US$290m) from government and the same
amount from local authorities to finance
seminar and meetings business.

In a joint collaboration with the

Tourism Authority of Thailand,

AirAsia is offering 100,000 free

seats in a ‘Get Your Baht to

Thailand’ promotion to help revive

tourism to Thailand. Travellers only

have to pay taxes, fees, and any

surcharges.

The AirAsia Group operates over

400 international weekly flights

that directly connect to Thailand

from the rest of Southeast Asia and

China. Within Thailand, AirAsia

Group’s Bangkok-based affiliate,

Thai AirAsia, operates 378 flights

weekly.

30 More Hotels for Phuket
Despite ongoing political issues in Thailand
and the international financial downturn, no
less than 30 new hotels are at various stages
of development in Phuket, with over 4,918
rooms due be added to the resort’s current
40,000-room inventory over the next three
years.

Taj to Reopen on 21DEC
Mumbai’s landmark Taj Mahal Palace and
Tower Hotel, which suffered fire damage
during last month’s siege by terrorists, will
reopen for business on 21DEC.
While no date has been set for reopening the
century-old, domed section of the waterfront
hotel, the Tower wing, which was built in the
1970s suffered less damage and will be back
in business by next week.
Tata Group’s Indian Hotels has pledged to
“rebuild every inch” of the hotel, which
stands opposite the British colonial era
Gateway of India monument.
AFP reports that the Oberoi Group will
reopen the Trident hotel on21DEC but no
date has been set for the opening of the
adjoining Oberoi as it was more badly
damaged.

Taiwan-China Scheduled Flights
China and Taiwan now enjoy direct
scheduled flights – flights that no longer
require the planes to be routed through Hong
Kong air space, which added up to 80
minutes to Beijing/Shanghai-Taipei flights.
China Eastern operated the first services on
Monday and will be joined on an array of
routes by Air China, China Southern
Airlines, Hainan Airlines, Xiamen Airlines,
Shanghai Airlines, Sichuan Airlines,
Shandong Airlines and Shenzhen Airlines.

Dubai’s Jumeirah Group is to manage the

Jumeirah Macau Hotel, to be built above

the Macau Dome sports and cultural

venue in the tourism precinct of Cotai.
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THE AMERICAS

Reminder –
Travel to USA (ESTA)
US Customs has introduced a new
mandatory requirement for travellers
planning on entering the United States under
the Visa Waiver Program (V.W.P.). The
V.W.P. is available for nationals of 27
countries (including NZ, Australia, UK,
Germany and Singapore) who are travelling
for temporary business or leisure.
To date, the only requirement for passengers
travelling the US under the V.W.P. has been
to carry a machine-readable passport
containing a digital photo. The new ESTA
requirement means that from 12JAN09, all
passengers travelling under the V.W.P. will
now have to apply over the internet for an
ESTA. Applications should be made at least
3 days prior to travel.
Qantas says airlines will be required to deny
boarding for passengers who do not hold a
valid ESTA prior to travel.

Qantas Services AKL/LAX
Qantas says that effective 16JAN09, its daily Auckland-
LA flight will be operated by a B747-400 aircraft fitted
with Skybed sleeper seats in Business Class. All
Business and Economy seats are fitted with Audio and
Video on Demand (AVOD) entertainment.

Vancouver Tops Again
For the sixth consecutive year, readers of
influential US travel trade publication,
Travel Weekly, have selected Vancouver as
their top Canadian destination.
During their annual Readers Choice Awards,
held in New York City last week, Travel
Weekly awarded Vancouver the top spot in
the “Best in Destination: Canada” category.
Those who vote in the awards are accredited
travel agents who cast their ballots through
an open, on-line process.

LA INC’s Beverly Garland Dies
Beverly Garland, the woman who helped build the
mission-style Beverly Garland Holiday Inn in North
Hollywood, died in LA on 05DEC after a lengthy
illness. She was 82.
Garland, who had a 50-year career in Hollywood as an
actress in more than 40 movies and hundreds of
television shows, had been a member of the board of
directors of LA INC - the Los Angeles Convention and
Visitors Bureau, and met many New Zealand agents
when she came here on LACVB travel missions.
In 1960, she married real estate developer Fillmore
Crank, and in 1999, after her husband of 39 years died,
Garland combined her acting career with an increased
devotion to the hotel he built and named after her. Her
family will continue to be involved in its running.

Versace Mansion Tours
The South Beach, Miami mansion where Gianni Versace
lived and died is opening its doors to the public.
The 26,000sq ft estate known as Casa Casuarina has
begun offering tours for US$65.
Tourists get a look at the house’s exquisite central
courtyard, dining room, lounges, pool and a marble
toilet with a golden seat, billed as one of only three in
the world.
The upstairs bedrooms, though, are off-limits on the
tour.
Those willing to part with more cash can also stay in
one of the villa’s 10 suites or join its private club, too.

TOURS

A World in One
World Journeys has just released its
164-page 2009 brochure, featuring all
destinations previously covered by five
other brochures – Africa; China &
Indochina; Central & South America;
North Africa, the Arabian Peninsula &
Iran; and Canada & Alaska, with an
additional region - Europe.
World Journeys Director Kate Gohar
says “We’ve collected together our
absolute personal favourite journeys,
destinations and experiences, all in one
brochure.
“It’s all about offering sample
itineraries and packages to inspire the
traveller, and once that job’s done, the
travel agent can work together with
World Journeys to tailor-make a dream
itinerary for each and every client.
“It’s the kind of brochure that can sit
on a coffee table and be dipped into
again and again, with huge
opportunities for cross-selling and
repeat business.  For this reason we’d
really encourage agents to send them
out to clients, we are more than willing
to replenish the initial supplies we’ve
sent out!”

The new Europe section features
Orient-Express trains, hotels and
luxury barging, plus an ‘Italy by
Chauffeur’ package from Milan to
Venice, staying in Orient-Express
hotels.  There’s also Croatian cruising,
luxury Greek Island hopping and
cruising, and private touring in Turkey.
World Journeys’ other brochures
include Canada & Alaska  (featuring a
greater range of options, to reflect the
huge demand in this area), an Escorted
Journeys brochure, and a Cruise
Journeys brochure.
The World Journeys 2009 brochure is
being distributed this/next week.  Call
World Journeys on 09-360 7311 or
email info@worldjourneys.co.nz

Save $300 on an Escorted Tour in 2009
Adventure World reminds agents that clients have until 31DEC08 to take
advantage of the 2009 Escorted Tours Early Booking Saving.  Clients simply book
and pay a deposit by this date to receive a $300 discount per person per tour.  To
view trips visit www.escortedtours.co.nz or phone Jo Cottle on 09-524 5118.
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AVIATION

BA Cabin Crew Unrest
The Daily Mail reports that staff at British
Airways could take industrial action after it
emerged that the company is planning to cut
cabin crew salaries.  The airline aims to
replace existing agreements and bring in
performance-related pay.
Codenamed ‘Project Columbus’ by BA, the
shake-up details were obtained and published
by the Daily Mail after a confidential
internal document was leaked to a union by
‘a concerned manager’.
The memo apparently states that BA cabin
crew costs at LHR are uncompetitive with its
main airline competitors and that ‘complex
and restrictive cabin crew agreements’ are
creating ‘a barrier to change’ and ‘hamper
efficiency’.
It went on to say it will not force existing BA
staff to switch to new contracts and
agreements. But new staff will be put
automatically on to the new terms and
conditions.
BA’s aim is to ‘remove the complexity and
inefficiency of current LHR cabin crew
agreements’ and attract staff ‘at competitive
cost’.
BA also intends to change the airline’s
culture by making it more skills and merit
based ‘enabled through performance-related
pay and merit-based promotion’.

US airlines cut jobs by 5.7% in OCT08 to

the lowest total since 1993 as they

operated fewer flights than a year ago,

according to a federal report.

Air Tahiti Nui Rescue Package
Tahitipresse is quoted by Pacific Magazine
as saying the French Polynesia Assembly has
voted to come to Air Tahiti Nui’s rescue with
a 1.5 billion French Pacific franc
(US$17.4m) financial package. The airline
anticipated a year-end deficit of 4.7 billion
French Pacific francs (US$54.7m) and a
2009 deficit of 2 billion French Pacific
francs (US$23m).
The government says the rescue package is
aimed at guaranteeing that Air Tahiti Nui can
continue to fly because banks were refusing
to continue covering the debt.
Under the terms of the rescue package, the
airline will be given until June to reimburse
the government for 500 million French
Pacific francs, at which time the government
and the airline must decide whether another
capital injection is necessary along with
another rescue package.
A series of capital increases over the past
several years has put the government’s 74%
stake closer to the legal limit of 85%.

Qantas A380 for LHR Soon
The second Qantas Airbus A380 which
arrived in Sydney this week will begin
transpacific flying from Monday, allowing
QF to lift its A380 frequency to LAX to six
per week. A third Qantas A380 is due for
delivery on 27DEC, allowing the airline to
introduce the big jet on the Kangaroo Route
to London-Heathrow via Singapore. A 3pw
service on the route gets under way from
16JAN.

Malaysia Airlines has confirmed in a

statement that it is in talks with Qantas

regarding some kind of partnership. CEO

Idris Jala says “We are in talks with a

number of airlines, including Qantas. This

ranges from joint ventures and

codeshares to interlining partnerships.”

Air New Zealand has stoutly defended

itself against allegations of price fixing

in air cargo. The airline says it shares the

New Zealand Commerce Commission

view that cartels are insidious and anti-

competitive and that any price fixing

activities should be prosecuted by the

appropriate authorities.

Effective immediately, sales have been

extended on the Royal Brunei Airlines

London Earlybird one-way and return

fares from Auckland until 15JAN09.

Consolidators have the details.

V Australia Airlines yesterday released

thousands of fares from Brisbane,

Sydney and Melbourne to Los Angeles

from A$1199 return to mark confirmation

of its 27FEB09 start up.

China Daily reports that Shanghai Airlines

is seeking a cash injection from the local

government to reduce its debt-to-asset

ratio, which had reached 91.35%.

The airline’s chairman was quoted by the

Shanghai Securities News as saying that

the cash would be much less than the 3

billion yuan China Southern Airlines and

China Eastern Airlines secured last week.

Changes at London City Airport
CityJet is to take over VLM and KLM
Cityhopper flights between London City and
Amsterdam from 05JAN. CityJet, a
subsidiary of Air France KLM, will operate
eight return flights to AMS every weekday,
one on Sat and four on Sun, using 95-seat
AVRO RJ85 aircraft with new interiors,
offering economy and business class.
The CityJet flights will continue to be sold
on VLM and KLM websites as code shares.
CityJet will relinquish its London City to
Eindhoven service to VLM which will run
two services a day from 12JAN, and from
05JAN, VLM will offer eight flights between
London City and Rotterdam every weekday.

Japan Performs for Jetstar
Jetstar is to add two weekly A330-200
frequencies on its Gold Coast-Tokyo Narita
service to bring it to a daily service from
29MAR09. Jetstar began a 5pw schedule on
the route yesterday and says the additional
services are in response to positive sales.
Jetstar says its existing Osaka-Gold Coast-
Sydney service had been “meeting
expectations” and that passenger volumes
APR-SEP had increased by 9% over the
same period last year.

The SkyTeam airline alliance has launched

a redesigned version of its Web site,
www.skyteam.com incorporating easier
access to flight info, FF programs and
airport and destination guides, and by

APR09 will be available in 11 languages.
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CRUISING

An Oasis Aboard Pacific Sun
P&O Cruises’ Pacific Sun arrived in
Auckland this week at the start of its summer
season and agents had a chance to inspect the
big changes following the recent multi-
million dollar revamp of the ship.
Among the new features are the adults-only
Oasis retreat, an ocean-view gym and the
Outback Bar coffee shop, and new all-white
livery for the ship.
The inviting Oasis retreat high atop the ship
features shade sails draped above chocolate
brown wicker daybeds, lounges, tables and
ottomans and a new whirlpool spa.
The former gym area has been transformed
into a relaxation room for the ship’s popular
Lotus Spa, giving passengers another space
to chill out.
Elsewhere, the ship’s library (left) has been
refurbished, enabling it to transform at night
into an elegant Steakhouse offering an
intimate dining experience.
The 1900-passenger Pacific Sun debuted in
the New Zealand market this year and will
offer South Pacific and Queensland cruises
from Auckland during 2009.

Viking River Cruises has suspended its daily fuel surcharge for all

voyages departing on or after 01JAN09.  For 2009 bookings made

prior to 08DEC08, any fuel supplements already paid will be

refunded in the form of a shipboard credit for the surcharge

amount. For bookings made after 08DEC, no fuel surcharge will

be applied or charged. Viking says it reserves the right to

reinstate the fuel supplement should fuel rise.

FTM Christmas Basket

Winner
The Lucky Draw winner of the
Christmas Basket from Francis
Travel Marketing in the TravelMemo
Windstar Cruises quiz was Leonie
Law of Manly United Travel.
Leonie’s Christmas basket will be
dropped off before the holiday.
FTM says the reason Wind Surf
cannot make it through the Panama
Canal is because her masts are too
tall to fit under the Bridge of the
Americas.

Win a New Year’s Basket with

FTM and Holland America
Francis Travel Marketing has a New
Year’s Basket of Goodies for the
Lucky Draw winner who can:

name the new Holland America
Line ship currently being built
and entering service in 2010.

If you know the answer, email it to
enquiries@francistravelmarketing.co.nz
to go in the lucky draw.
The winner will be named in the first
issue of TravelMemo for 2009, on
20JAN.

Novel Encouragement from HAL
Holland America Line GSA Francis
Travel Marketing says HAL has
unveiled a Vacation Stimulus Plan to
boost cruise sales in 2009. The four-
point plan encompasses:
Unprecedented Low Fares: Guests
can upgrade from an inside stateroom
to an outside stateroom for as little as
US$50 or upgrade from an outside
stateroom to verandah
accommodation from US$100.
Lead fares for the View and
Verandah promotion start at $499 for
7-day Alaska cruises, $549 for 7-day
Caribbean sailing, and $999 for 12-
day Europe and Panama Canal
voyages. There are savings to other
destinations, too.  Taxes are
additional on all per-person cruise
fares.

Holland America Line has reduced the
deposit requirements by 50% on all
cruises and Alaska cruisetours
departing on or after 01MAY09.
Reduced deposits apply to group
bookings as well.
Cancellation Protection Savings: The
Vacation Stimulus Plan also offers a
25% savings on the popular standard
Cancellation Protection Plan when
purchased with a new booking for
departures on or after 01MAY09.
Cancellation Protection Plan covers a
portion of the cost of a cruise fare in
the event of cancellation by the guest
for any reason.
Fuel Supplement Suspended: In
addition, Holland America Line has
suspended the $9 per guest per day
fuel supplement for departures on or
after 17DEC08.Reduced Deposit: For a limited time,
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Chat Tours Special Offer
Chat Tours has announced a new offer for
2009 Greek Cruising.  For the first time ever
the following Double Early Bird offer is
granted on Louis Hellenic Cruises 3, 4, 5 &
7-night 2009 cruises and for all sailings
provided that the cruise is booked and
deposited (non-refundable) before
13MAR09. The offer applies to new
bookings received from now.
• 15% reduction on printed cruise rates in

the 2009 Chat Tours Greece-Turkey &
Egypt brochure (page 31), plus…

• a further 10% off cruise rates applies
towards any pre/post cruise products from
2009 Chat Tours Greece-Turkey & Egypt
brochure. This offer is valid throughout
the season and not limited to 13MAR09.

Port Taxes are excluded.
Hogan & Associates are the GSA in NZ for
Chat Tours can handle reservations.

Pacific Sun Cruises from Perth
P&O Cruises has launched its inaugural
cruise program from Western Australia, with
Pacific Sun set to become the first cruise ship
ever to visit the remote Australian territory of
Christmas Island.
The historic visits will form part of a series
of 16-night voyages to Indonesia, which will
see the cruise line paying maiden visits to the
ports of Lombok, Komodo and Semarang as
well as the WA towns of Broome and
Geraldton.
Passengers on the cruises will also enjoy
sailing by the remarkable cliff faces of
Australia’s most westerly point, Steep Point,
as well as paying a memorable visit to the
location of HMAS Sydney.
On sale now, the new cruise program covers
the period from DEC09 to FEB10, with
Pacific Sun offering a total of six cruises
from Fremantle, including four voyages to
Indonesia and two three-night sampler
cruises.

Yes We Can – by Sea
Supporters of Barack Obama will be heading
to his inauguration by car, bus, airplane and
even by cruise ship.
With airline seats into the city for the
January festivities already scarce and hotels
charging sky high rates for an inaugural stay,
NBC reports that an enterprising group of
Obama fans in Florida have chartered the
venerable Regal Empress for a “Yes We
Can” cruise to Washington DC for the
festivities.
The voyage will cost around US$1,000pp –
less than the cost of airline tickets and a
hotel for the week during the event.

Royal Caribbean Cruises has

announced it is opening two new

offices in China over coming weeks,

in Beijing and Guangzhou. They will

be the second and third the

company operates in China, joining

its Shanghai facility, which opened

in JUL07.  The new off ices will

highlight the growing importance

of the China marketplace and its

role in the company’s international

growth strategy.

EU’s Mission – To Protect Shipping from Pirates
The EU anti-piracy mission, in its first naval
endeavour, includes four ships and two
maritime reconnaissance aircraft, and has
recently taken over from NATO ships in the
Gulf of Aden.
A dozen other warships from the US, India,
Russia and Malaysia are also patrolling the
area.
Under a UN mandate, the previous task
force (code named Operation Atlanta) was

not allowed to board seized ships or to free
hostages.
The EU flotilla is described as able to
operate under “robust rules of engagement”.
Armed guards will be stationed on ships as
they transit the Gulf of Aden and the mission
will also ensure safe passage for ships
transporting food aid to Somalia.
Pirates have attacked 32 vessels since late
October, and hijacked 12.

RAIL TRAVEL

Earlybird Companion Deals on The Ghan, Indian Pacific
Great Southern Rail has just launched an
EarlyBird special to travel of The Ghan
and Indian Pacific in 2009, and it is unique
to the NZ market.
It is a Companion Fare offer for travel in
Gold Service on all major sectors of The
Ghan and Indian Pacific and the second
guest will get a 50% reduction.
Travel dates: 01JAN-30JUN09 with
bookings made during the period
17DEC08-28FEB09
It means that effectively the second guest
can save up to A$1010* for travel on The
Ghan ADL/DRW or A$1025* for travel on
the Indian Pacific SYD/PER.

Bookings can be made via all major
wholesalers or with Rail Plus NZ.
*Fares quoted are levels from 01APR09.

Italian High Speed Trains
Upgrading of the high speed section of the
rail line between Milan and Bologna in Italy
has been completed. With trains now able to
hit 350km/h, the sector time has reduced
from 1hr 43min to just 65min, and puts
Milan 4 hours from Rome. Once the high

speed corridor to the capital is completed,
the Milan-Rome run will take just 3 hours.
Ferrovie dello Stato, the Italian national rail
company, aims for 60% of the total air/road/
rail market between the cities within two
years.
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Vital UK Rail Line Upgraded

The Last Bullet Train

ACCOMMODATION

Royale Indian Rail Tours

ABTN reports that “at long last” the upgrade of
the UK’s West Coast Main Line has been
completed. The improvement of this vital rail
spine running from London to Glasgow via
Birmingham and Manchester has taken ten years
and cost £9 billion.
The end result is the likelihood of more trains and
hence more seats and, perhaps just as important
for the business traveller, shorter journey times.
Network Rail which supervised the project, said
there would be 1,151 extra services a day, or

60,000 extra seats a day. This included 30-50%
more services between London and cities like
Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow and Liverpool.
For example, London-Manchester services will be
increased from two to three an hour.
Journey times will also be cut. The 125mph trains
will reduce journeys from London to Birmingham
by 31 minutes to 1hr 12 minutes while times from
London to Glasgow will drop by 56 minutes to
4hrs 10 minutes. London-Manchester will fall by
43 minutes to 1hr 58 minutes.

Asahi Shimbun reports that after 44 years of
reliable service, the first-generation of Japan’s
Shinkansen bullet trains is bound for its final
destination – the scrapheap.
Outdated since the advent of newer, sleeker
models, the last working ‘0-Series Shinkansen’
made their last regular runs on 30NOV.
Known as ‘Super express trains’ when they made
their debut in 1964 just ahead of the Tokyo
Olympics, the trains were an impressive symbol
of Japan’s economic development and engineering

prowess. Until 1986, a total of 3,216 cars were
manufactured for 0-Series Shinkansen trains. They
carried many passengers, especially businessmen,
at 220km/h on the 2hr 52min journey between
Tokyo and Shin-Osaka.
They have been replaced by the ‘N700-Series
Shinkansen,’ which have tilt technology and are
capable of 300km/h while using 20% less
electricity than the original trains. Already, though,
the planners are working on introducing even
faster maglev trains.

The Economic Times reports that IRCTC, the
tourism arm of Indian Railways, has signed a joint
venture deal with Cox & Kings India to launch a
pan-India luxury train service in the second half
of 2009.
It would be the first time that Indian Railways has
run a luxury train, although individual Indian
states already operate their own luxury products,
including Palace on Wheels, Deccan Odyssey and
Golden Chariot.

100-passenger, 15-carriage train, offering four
classes, on a weekly schedule through four states,
and Cox & Kings India, which will handle the
marketing, says it will offer two itineraries:
• a 7-night Princely India Tour Mumbai-

Ahmedabad-Udaipur-Jodhpur-Jaisalmer-
Jaipur-Delhi.

• a 7-night Classical India tour Delhi-Agra-
Gwalior-Khajuraho-Varanasi and Patna.

Royale Indian Rail Tours will reportedly operate a

NZ Hotel Industry Conference a ‘Must’
The 2009 NZ Hotel Industry
Conference (NZHIC 2009), being held
on Thursday 14MAY09 at the
SKYCITY Convention Centre,
Auckland, is timely given industry
concern over falling visitor numbers
and the global economic downturn.
Co-hosts of the 3rd Annual NZHIC,
the New Zealand Hotel Council,
Horwath HTL Ltd and Simpson
Grierson, are confident record numbers
will be attracted to the 2009
conference.  Attendees at the last two
conferences have been a mix of
investors, owners, industry leaders and
those interested in the hotel sector.
Given no one can confidently predict
when the challenging operating
environment hotels are currently facing
will end, the opportunity to gather
information from a range of specialists

will be highly beneficial to those
attending.
NZHIC 2009 will again feature a strong
panel of speakers and industry input,
delivering up-to-date information on a
wide range of hotel-related topics.
Prime Minister, Rt Hon John Key, who
is also the Minister of Tourism, will
open the conference and give a keynote
address.   In addition, the inaugural
NZHIC Award will be presented during
the showcase banquet at the conclusion
of the conference.
The programme for the event is
currently being finalised and will
include local and international experts
in their field, senior hoteliers and
business leaders as keynote speakers or
panelists.
For more information contact: Sharon
Jennings exec@nzhc.org.nz

Duxton’s Plastic Gift Card
The Duxton Hotel Wellington is the
first hotel in New Zealand to offer
instantly-available gift card technology
to its customers.
James Cowan, Duxton Wellington
Sales and Marketing Director says the
cards, made of recycled plastic make a
gift purchase more convenient for
customers and save an ‘enormous’
amount of administrative time.

loaded with amounts from $20 to
$5000, and can be used to ‘stay’, ‘dine’
or ‘meet’ immediately. Examples of the
versatility of the card include staff
rewards, ‘thank yous’, incentive gifts or
a gift for special occasions.
Previously the voucher process saw a
Duxton voucher being manually created
and tracked through a spreadsheet
system. If a part-voucher had to be
issued the process needed to be
repeated.The cards can be bought at reception,
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The Great Room at The Langham, Auckland

TO GET YOUR OWN
FREE SUBSCRIPTION

to TravelMemo
 visit

www.travelmemo.co.nz

The hunt for the most beautiful venue in the
land will be over for event organisers, with
the opening of The Great Room at The
Langham, Auckland in February 2010.
Design illustrations of the new venue profile
the major expansion planned for the hotel’s
current ballroom facilities.
There will be capacity to seat 900 people for
grand banquets and 1200 people for
conferences.
A stunning lobby area, ideal for cocktail
parties or pre-dinner receptions, will also be
a significant feature of The Great Room
development.
Jeffrey van Vorsselen, Managing Director of
The Langham, says: “The Great Room
project starting in May 2009, is extremely
exciting and will result in an exceptionally
glamorous venue on a scale never seen
before in New Zealand.
“The project will start only in May, so it will
be business as usual in the New Year for the
current ballroom and conference facilities at
The Langham, until this time.
“The inspiration for The Great Room has
been taken from the grand venues of Europe
and the ballroom will be resplendent with
interior design features and opulent attention
to detail in the soft furnishings. A
sophisticated dining experience will be
available on a banquet scale and the venue
will feature state-of-the-art technology for
exhibitions and displays.
“This will ensure that the new room is both a
gracious and versatile space for use by a

variety of clients.”
Mr van Vorsselen also commented that it was
due to overwhelming interest in a large scale,
top quality event facility that inspired the
expansion.
Such demand, he says, is exciting for the
New Zealand events, meetings and
conference market and The Langham is
proud to be able to provide such a ballroom
and multi-functional venue for New Zealand
and overseas event organisers alike.
The Great Room is due to open fully in
February 2010 with part of the new facility
available for bookings from 01OCT09 as the
first phase of the project is finished. The
remainder of the project will then be
completed enabling the official grand
opening to take place in February 2010.
“This launch will rival all others as The
Langham welcomes the completed Great
Room into its growing repertoire of five star
hosting facilities. Such an event will also
showcase the outstanding potential of The
Great Room, as we herald the arrival of this
premier venue to Auckland and New
Zealand,” adds Mr van Vorsselen.
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Millennium Hotel Rotorua has once

again achieved a Four Star Plus Hotel

rating as well as an ‘Enviro-Gold’

status from Qualmark, and

Queenstown’s Hotel St Moritz has

been awarded a 5-star rating.

Meanwhile, the Bay of Islands luxury

hideaway Eagles Nest has joined an

elite handful of accommodation

providers with ‘Exclusive’

accreditation from Qualmark. It is

one of only eight properties to carry

this rating.

Dunedin’s Hyland

House will be

closing its doors

as a motel from

the 30JAN09.

The three

distinctive

terraced houses

on George Street

are being

converted into

residential

apartments.

GREEN MATTERS

Air New Zealand has confirmed that its test flight

powered by a sustainable second-generation biofuel will

now take place on 30DEC08. The flight had originally

been planned for 03DEC.  The two-hour test flight is

scheduled to take off from AKL with the jatropha biofuel

blend powering one of the B747-400’s Rolls-Royce RB211

engines.

Japan Airlines says it will be the first airline to conduct a

demonstration flight using a sustainable biofuel refined

from the energy crop, camelina. The flight is planned for

30JAN09 out of Tokyo Haneda.

Luxury coaching operator, Orlova South Ltd has been

awarded the Qualmark® Enviro-Silver grading in

recognition of its adherence to clean, green initiatives in

the business.  The Qualmark® Enviro-Silver is based on

assessment of the environmental practices in a business.

Big $$ at A-Team Auction
The third annual A-Team Auction was held at The
Langham Hotel on Wednesday night and 68 wholesale
reservation consultants from Go Holidays, Air NZ
Holidays, Infinity and Travelplan went head to head
in a bidding war supported by their Product
Managers.
The A-Team Dollars (monopoly money) ‘paid’
throughout the year to wholesale res teams based on
sales were used to bid for prizes. This year the auction
goods included 4 nights on Treasure Island and a 3-
night cruise on Captain Cook’s M.V. Reef Escape with
return airfares for two on Air New Zealand to Nadi; 5
nights to Fafa Island Resort including return airfares
on Air New Zealand to Nuku’alofa; and 5 nights to
Coconuts Beach Club including return airfares on Air
New Zealand to Apia, plus many other
accommodation prizes. These included two-night
stays at Travelodge Hotels, Vibe Hotels and Medina
Apartment Hotels as well as Luxury Barbeque sets,
Vibe CDs and champagne, all courtesy of Toga
Hospitality.
Barfoot & Thompson auctioneer Murray Smith, when
asked to run the proceedings for the third year, said he
wouldn’t miss it for anything. A carvery dinner and
drinks were also provided.
“We are overwhelmed at the popularity of the event
and are now committed to doing it annually,” says
Lesley of the A-Team. “This is our way of saying
Merry Christmas and thanks to the great people who
support us and our clients throughout the year.”
The A-Team – Anne Radonich of RAD Marketing,
Lesley Perrie of Planet Travel Marketing and Anna
Friend of the Wildblue Group – is a joint marketing
venture that promotes its clients collectively at events
like this throughout the year.

INDUSTRY
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PEARL’S  PEARLER

Big Industry Discounts
from Voyages
Voyages is offering its travel industry
colleagues big savings between now and
31MAR09.
Choose from Lizard and Bedarra Islands from
A$330*pp twin share, Brampton Island from
A$59.60*, Dunk Island from A$66.40* and
Heron Island from A$76.40*.
Discover the Daintree at Silky Oaks Lodge
from A$119.60*pp per night or head inland
and experience the Red Centre with rates
starting from A$61.60*pp per night at Ayers
Rock Resort and Kings Canyon Resort from
A$49.60*pp per night and A$30*pp per night
at Alice Springs Resort.
* Conditions apply. Subject to availability at time of
booking, limited availability per night. Valid for sale
and travel from 17DEC08 until 31MAR09. Block out
dates are applicable. Minimum length of stay applies to
Bedarra , Lizard and Longitude 131. Quote rate code
INDUSTRY60 or ID60 at time of booking.

A&K: It’s Our Ampersand
Travel Daily in Australia reports that the
former CC Africa has been injuncted in the
US against trading under its new brand name
&BEYOND. Abercrombie & Kent went to
court arguing that it has always emphasised
the ‘&’ in its A&K branding and that
consumers and the trade would be confused
and wrongly believe there was a connection
between the two companies.

Adventure World Holiday Office Hours
Christmas Eve - office closes at 3.30 pm.
Mon 29 & Tue 30DEC: Open 9am to 5pm.
New Year’s Eve - open 9am to 4pm.
Mon 05JAN: Normal office hours

Cook Islands Tourism’s Chris Ingram and Lena Wong hosted an agents Christmas function
at Auckland’s Westin Hotel, with traditional musical entertainment from a ukelele band.
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Australia Premiere

From left, Eve Crawford,
Jenny Aitken (Regional
Manager, Tourism
Australia), Frances-Anne
Callaghan (Executive
GM – Int Ops, Tourism
Australia), Grant Lilly
(GM – NZ and Pacific,
Qantas) and Michael
Crawford (Australian

Consul-General) at

LATE BREAK

World Journeys Late Availability
World Journeys has some last
minute availability on early 2009
Cruise Journeys that can be
promoted over the holidays.
� From Africa to Italy with an
African safari and Costa Cruises,
08MAR (APR departure sold out)
� Central America & the Panama
Canal with Holland America Line,
01APR (hosted by John Byrne)
� A Journey to Three Continents
with MSC Cruises, 15APR (one
cabin left!)
Also note that their first Escorted
Journey in 2009, Best of the Old
Silk Road, is guaranteed to go.
Departing 31MAR for 28 days, this
journey along ancient trading routes
of Central Asia is escorted by Chris
Lyons. Call 09- 360 7311 or
info@worldjourneys.co.nz

World Journeys advises that it will maintain normal office hours (8.30am –
5.00pm) over the Christmas/New Year period, but will be closed on Statutory
Holidays, as well as Monday 29 to Wednesday 31 December.
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